
 
 

CRITICAL SONGS: 
 
Arrogance      - Behavior that destroys interpersonal relationships   
But no one was there    - Lack of human attention 
Child of war      - Accusation of an orphan broken by the war 
Children`s welfare     - Forgotten children`s souls 
Darkness      - The dark sides of existence 
Deep inside      - Appearance and success do not determine the inner 
                           balance and satisfaction 
Don`t stop to call in question   - Being critical and alert 
Exemption      - Freedom of movement in thinking and acting doesn`t 
                                 necessarily mean finding inner balance 
How many people     - Gratitude for help and support 
Hymn to humanity     - Call for a life for the common good/ Begin to rethink 
I don`t know, my little child    - Sorrow and pain produced by the mankind 
I had unlearned to cry and smile   - Reflection about the own life 
I`m not the person, who recedes   - Call for critical reflection 
In the silence of the night    - Abysses of human existence 
Judgement      - Self-righteous criticism of other`s behaviour 
Nobody is there     - Deplorable, helpless life situations 
Nothing like always      - Time of change 
Our wish for peace     - Disapproval of war and terror 
Peace       - Admonition to unity 
Politics      - Politics-critically regarded 
Reflection      - Criticism of questionable things taken for granted 
Song of a political prisoner   - Torture and cruelty in captivity 
The crises      - Economic crises made by the financial tops  
The hope may not fade away   - Criticising Human behaviour – hope for a better future 
The nationalist     - Strange thinking of the neonationalist 
Thoughts of a dying man    - Critical consideration of one`s past in the face of death 
To enlighten the world    - Call for compassion and tolerance 
To satisfy his hunger    - Unwanted criminal career 
What if there were no more wars at all  - The futility of war 
Where is GOD?     - Mankind`s responsibility for the problems of the world 
Who gives you the right    - Derogatory thinking and behaviour 
Why?       - Cruelty to animals 
Why do we always struggle   - Criticism of divisive and destructive behaviour  
Why do you hate?     - Questionable justification for terror, murder and war 
Why do you think, you have to kill, friend?   - The misconception, that we can improve the world  
                                                             through annihilation 
Why, dear brother, do you like killing  - Condescending, inhuman behaviour 
You       - Complaints of a spouse – not quite seriously meant 

You lack depth in your life   - Living in deceitful circles 
 
 


